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Notes 

CRN’s clock runs to Eastern Standard Time / Eastern Daylight Time. The playout times listed here are each 

program’s first (and DDN-delivered) distribution. Some content is repeated during the week or in the overnight 

schedule. Please refer to the weekly CRN e-news, CBAA website, or DDN website (http://www.ddn.com.au) for 

the latest scheduling and program synopsis information.  

Contact details and further information about individual programs are available from CRN. Call 02 9310 2999 or 

email crn@cbaa.org.au. 

 

About CRN 

The Community Radio Network (CRN) provides a 24-hour satellite-delivered live stream of programs to 

community stations across Australia, including the National Radio News. http://www.cbaa.org.au/crn 

 

The Digital Delivery Network (DDN) is an enhancement to the satellite service that allows stations to order 

content online, for automatic capture by a computer connected to their satellite receiver. Programs can then be 

replayed at the time of the local station's choice.  

 

 

http://www.ddn.com.au/
mailto:crn@cbaa.org.au
http://www.cbaa.org.au/crn
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A Jazz Hour  

The best contemporary & nostalgic jazz  

Barry O’Sullivan presents the very best in contemporary reflective and nostalgic music in the jazz form from swing 

to bebop to mainstream and free form. The program features recorded music from Australian and international 

performers plus frequent interviews with music makers. (Blue Mountains Radio)  

Plays: Saturday 17:00 
Duration: 55’50 
 

A Question of Balance 
The environmental show with a difference 

Presented by Ruby Vincent, "A Question of Balance" is a grassroots environmental show that is aimed at the 

general community to show that we can do things to improve our environment and STILL maintain an enjoyable 

standard of living. (2SER) 

Plays: Tuesday 10:04 
Duration: 27’50 
 

A Week in Science 
The science news you need to know 

A Week in Science is the weekly wrap of the science news you need to know, from Australia and all around the 

world. Presented by RiAus, Australia’s unique national science communication hub helping Australia discover the 

wonders of science. 

Plays: Saturday 09:57 
Duration: 2-3 mins 
 

Accent of Women 
A voice for underrepresented women 

Accent of Women aims to represent the diversity of issues affecting women from culturally and linguistically 

diverse backgrounds internationally and locally. We present information, analysis and comment on issues that are 

initiated, facilitated or driven by women from diverse communities. Presented by Jiselle Hanna, Lourdes García 

Larqué and Rachael Bongiorno. (3CR) 

Plays out: Tuesday 13:32 
Duration: 27’50 
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All the Best  
Painting a portrait of Australia  

Produced by Sydney's FBi Radio, 4ZZZ in Brisbane & Melbourne’s SYN, All the Best paints a portrait of life in 
Australia using short form documentaries, interviews, fiction and factual accounts. NB. contains occasional 
instances of strong language. 
 
Plays: Wednesday 16:32 
Duration: 27’50 
 

Alternative Radio  
Analysis &views mainstream media ignores  

For over twenty years Alternative Radio has been putting audiences in touch with a different perspective on 

international issues. Featuring such speakers as Noam Chomsky, John Pilger, Naomi Klein, Arundhati Roy and 

Tariq Ali, AR offers you the chance to hear voices and views that are marginalized or ignored by the mainstream 

media. Alternative Radio is independent, unembedded, and exclusive to community radio.  

Plays: Monday 10:04 
Duration: 55’50 
 

Amrap’s AirIt Charts 

New Australian music  

A weekly countdown of Australian music most ordered for airplay by community radio nationwide through 

community radio’s exclusive music catalogue AirIt. Each week the show will include the top ten songs that have 

been ordered from AirIt and special live recordings made exclusively for broadcast on community radio. (5GTR) 

Plays: Wednesday 21:00  
Duration: 59’50 
 

Anarchist World  
Radio’s most vocal anarchist  

After over 30 thirty years on-air, Anarchist World remains Australia’s only nationwide broadcast delivering current 

affair analysis from non-hierarchical anarchist view. Join host Joe Toscano in an entertaining, real alternative to 

commentary on mainstream radio. “It provides an analysis that no other program does because it looks at events 

from a non-authoritarian perspective.” (3CR) 

Plays: Wednesday 10:04 
Duration: 55’50 
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Are We There Yet? 
8-part series, October to November  

Talking with asylum seekers and refugees. The series moves past a 'bleeding hearts' approach to Australia's 

detention policy, to reach the humans affected. We hear stories of how and why people came to Australia, about 

the clash of cultures in our school system and of culture shock for third world arrivals as well as their adaptability. 

(3ZZZ) 

Plays: Thursday 09:04, Sunday 11:32 
Duration: 27’50 
 

Arts Alive  
Arts and culture current affairs radio  

Arts Alive has a national perspective, actively seeking stories from all parts of Australia and occasionally from NZ 

and Singapore. It is structured in three parts. The first 15 min is specifically news and current events reporting. 

The middle third is a guest of the week; some notable person from the world of arts and culture – authors, 

writers, actors, painters or administrators. The final part is more flexible and concludes with a review of some 

current film, book or play. 

Plays: Monday 16:04 
Duration: 55’50 
 

Asia Calling  
Your window on Asia  

Going behind the headlines, Asia Calling delivers in-depth analysis of the issues affecting your region. Our stories 

reflect the lives and reality of citizens across Asia; told through their words and with their eyes. (KBR68H) 

Plays: Thursday 17:50 
Duration: 5 mins approx 
 

Asian Pop Radio Australia  
The latest pop releases from Asia! 
 
Hosted by J-Jon, the program strives to share the best Asian pop music from around the region, represent local 
Aussie Asian musicians currently underrepresented, and with a team of 20 contributors across Australia and now 
Singapore we cover all big pop events! Asian Pop radio Australia has a strong presence on Facebook (3,000+ 
likes), hundreds of subscribers on our YouTube account, followers on Twitter and Instagram. An Asian pop 
program by lovers of Asian pop music and they’re not afraid to shout it from the rooftop! (JOY FM) 
 
Plays: Friday 21:00 
Duration: 55’50 
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AudioSyncracies  
The home of positive hip hop  

Positive Hip Hop. Includes giveaways, interviews, news, reviews and nothing but the best in positive Hip Hop from 

around Australia & across the world. Hosted & produced by Michael Cursaro. (Life FM Adelaide) 

Plays: Friday 20:00 
Duration: 59’50 
 

BBC World News  
The latest global news  

BBC World Service provides the latest global news every 30 minutes, setting the agenda for the World Service 

output. We run the world's largest newsgathering operation with 41 international bureaux, plus an extensive 

network of correspondents and stringers based in all corners of the globe. Hear the latest news coverage on the 

big breaking stories.  

Plays: daily at 00:01 and 05:01 
Duration: 0’6’00 
 

Beale Street Caravan  
The sounds of Memphis 

Beale Street Caravan, the most widely distributed blues radio program in the world, attracts more than 2.4 million 

listeners each week. Produced in the home of the blues and the birthplace of rock & roll, Beale Street Caravan 

covers the world with The Sounds of Memphis. Each week,our audience experiences the heartfelt sounds and 

colorful stories of Memphis music in intimate, live-in-concert performances.  

Plays: Wednesday 23:00 
Duration: 59’50 
 

Beatlemania 
The magical history tour! 

Playing 10 July to 2 Oct. It was 50 years ago that Beatlemania hit Australia, and Bruce Crofts from 2GLF has 
produced a fantastic 13-part series, combining music from all 12 of the Fab Four albums with archive interviews, 
including a focus on the Australian tour, tales from the studio, news reports, and narration from Graham Rogers. 
(2GLF) 
 
Plays: Thursday 09:04 
Duration: up to 27’50 
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Beyond Zero  
Climate change science and solutions  

An exploration of the technology required to decarbonise the Australian and world economy via interviews with 

world-leading renewable energy and zero emission technology experts in the solar panel, solar thermal, wind and 

energy efficiency fields. Also includes updates on the latest climate science direct from the world’s leading climate 

scientists. (3CR) 

Plays: Saturday 11:04 
Duration: 27’50 
 

Bluesbeat  
The latest and best in blues music  

The latest & best in blues and roots music with Geoff Pegler. The latest music played on BluesBeat as received 

from labels and artists in Australia and around the world. BluesBeat is a reporting program to the Living Blues Top 

25 Report in the USA ", and the Australian Blues/Roots Top 25 Radio Chart.  

Plays: Sunday 04:00 
Duration: 1’00’54 
 

Cinemascape  
The show about films on radio  

Cinemascape is a half hour film review show, with conversational reviews of the latest movies. Each week, 

members of the team cover the latest releases: Australian, foreign-language and independent movies, plus top 

mainstream films. (Eastside FM) 

Plays: Thursday 13:04 
Duration: 27’50 
 

Concert Hour  
Germany’s music festivals brought to you  

Live recordings of the world's music stars performing in Germany's palaces, churches & concert halls, conveying 

the full immediacy & festivity of these renowned musical events. CH explores festivals like Bach, Richard Wagner 

& Beethoven. We also visit big regional festivals like Schleswig-Holstein Music l, MDR Summer Music & Rheingau. 

The concerts are recorded by DW & sister broadcasters. If you can't fly to Germany for the music festival season, 

we'll bring it to you! (Deutsche Welle) 

Plays: Sunday 16:00 
Duration: 54’50 
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Contact  
Indie/alternative/new wave/other  

The long-running program hosted, produced & programmed by Andrew Lambkin. The show ran on public radio 

station 2RDJ-FM in Burwood NSW from 1988-2002 & has also been produced directly from the studios of the 

Community Radio Network in Alexandria, Sydney since October 1999. That's nearly 25 continuous years of 

volunteer-radio music programmes from someone who must love music quite a bit. This is just great music with a 

sense of history. Wide reading for your record collection.  

Plays: Thursday 23:00 
Duration: 59’50 
 

Creative Male Ageing 
12-part series, October to December 

This series from Tony Ryan challenges the ‘decrepitude and debilitation’ view of ageing, and seeks to determine 

whether, in reasonable circumstances, ageing men can actually seize the day and make ageing not only less 

distressing, but a time that is satisfyingly meaningful, healthy, creative, and yes, good. (PBA-FM) 

Plays: Friday 13:32 
Duration: 27’50 

Countryfolk Around Australia  
The luck of the Irish in music and dance  

With all your favourite songs performed by the best in Irish recording circles. Music from Foster and Allen, The 

Fureys, Daniel O’Donnell and Mary Duff. Listen to music from the Emerald Isle and enjoy all the mystery and 

emotions this land inspires. 

Plays: Sunday 06:00 
Duration: 2’59’50 
Note: not available for DDN capture, contains time calls.  

Curved Radio 
Live overnight show with Gayle Austin 

Curved Radio is a platform for independent artists around the world to share music and cultural experiences. 

International and national correspondents join Gayle Austin from many corners of the globe each week, and the 

music is a creative late-night mix of cutting edge and experimental sounds. Suitable for a sonically-adventurous, 

general audience. 

Plays: Monday 00:06 
Duration: 3’00’00 
Note: not available for DDN capture, contains time calls.  
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Daily Interview  
Independent news stories  

A 4-8 minute interview, supplied complete with cue sheet, delivered daily every weekday at 12.15 EST. It is 

specifically designed to fit seamlessly into any community radio station’s programming, to appear to be their own. 

Whilst it originates from Radio Adelaide, it is not tagged in any way. The interviews are high quality, diverse in 

content and relevant to national audiences. (Radio Adelaide) 

Plays: Monday to Friday 12:17 
Duration: 4-8 mins. 
 

Democracy Now!  
Independent media action  

US public radio's award-winning news program hosted by journalists Amy Goodman & Juan Gonzalez. We provide 

access to people & perspectives rarely heard in the corporate-sponsored media, incl. international journalists, 

ordinary people directly affected by U.S. foreign policy, grassroots leaders & peace activists, artists, academics & 

independent analysts. DN hosts real debates-between people who substantially disagree, such as White House or 

Pentagon spokespeople & grassroots activists. 

Plays: Tuesday 20:00 
Duration: 59’00 
 

Diffusion  
New, hard, pop, historic & silly science  

Science meets art, culture and politics. Diffusion takes a look at new science, hard science, pop science, historical 

science and weird science. The show includes news, interviews, special features and discussion on important 

scientific events and issues. 

Plays: Wednesday 16:04 
Duration: 27’50 
 

Dirt Music 
Roots and roll 

Hosted by longstanding rock journalist and veritable roots roller Stuart Coupe, Dirt Music explores the expanse 

and history of roots music spanning country, folk, blues, Americana and so much more, with unparalleled 

selections and insight. (2SER) 

Plays: Saturday 10:04 
Duration: 55’50 
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Earth Matters  
Environmental justice stories  

Earth Matters presents local, national and international grassroots perspectives on environmental concerns, 

broadcast weekly to a national audience since 1996. The program presents a wide variety of voices and stories 

about nature conservation and environmental justice perspectives; provides a watch on mining, water, pollution 

and government policy; and covers campaigns and the movement for a more sustainable future. (3CR) 

Plays: Friday 16:04 
Duration: 27’50 
 

Extras 1 
Documentaries and other specials  

As well as a huge range of weekly talk and music programs, CRN brings you extra content each week, including 

live music events, one-off specials produced by stations from all around the country, and riveting documentaries 

courtesy of the BBC. For more information on upcoming content, or to make a program submission, refer to the 

weekly CRN e-news.   

Plays: Wednesday 13:04 
Duration: varies 
 

Extras 2 
Documentaries and other specials  

As well as a huge range of weekly talk and music programs, CRN brings you extra content each week, including 

live music events, one-off specials produced by stations from all around the country, and riveting documentaries 

courtesy of the BBC. For more information on upcoming content, or to make a program submission, refer to the 

weekly CRN e-news.   

Plays: Wednesday 14:04 
Duration: varies 
 

Fair Comment 
Talking to the people who use the news 

Produced in a features style, with sound design to enhance its narratives, Fair Comment is an interviews program 
that takes a grassroots perspective, examining how news and issues across Australia are affecting individuals in 
the community. (4EB/4ZZZ) 
 
Plays: Friday 10:32 
Duration: 27’50 
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Fine Music Live 
Exclusive live performances 

Presenting performances recorded by the member stations of the Australian Fine Music Network. Between them 
these stations record almost 500 live concerts a year in venues throughout their respective cities and in some 
regional locations. The performances include local, national and international performances with an emphasis on 
Australian performers. Each program will also include some information about the venue to give the listener a 
sense of location for the concert. 
 
Plays: Sunday 20:00 
Duration: 1’59’50 
 

Global Village  
Music without borders  

World music with a difference – a musical carpet ride for armchair travellers. Habib Massad presents a 

celebration of cultural diversity that features music from all corners of the globe. 

Plays: Thursday 18:04 
Duration: 55’50 
 
 

Good Morning Country  
Australia's best selection of country music  

Winner in the Most Popular Radio Program category at the 2009 Australian Country Music People's Choice 

Awards, Good Morning Country will have you toe-tappin’ and boot-scootin’ before you’ve downed your first 

cuppa. On top of the best in new and classic country sounds, GMC offers up artist interviews and giveaways daily. 

Your hosts are Bill Beerens (Mon), Rhod Thomas (Tue), Kevin Walsh (Wed), Bob Spence (Thu) and George Young 

(Fri). Contains maximum 2.5 mins sponsorship per hour.  

Plays: Monday to Friday 05:06 – 09:00 
Duration: 3’53’50 
 

Hardtalk 
Newsmakers & influential personalities interviewed 

In-depth, hard-hitting interviews with newsmakers and personalities from across the globe. Hardtalk asks the 

tough questions, getting behind the stories that make the news - from international political leaders to 

entertainers; from corporate decision-makers to ordinary individuals facing huge challenges. (BBC) 

Plays: Friday 17:30 
Duration: 23’00 
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Heard it Through the Grapevine 
With the velvety voice of vino 

Each week independent wine writer and broadcaster Michael Hince will give your listeners an insight into the 

world of wine and wine-makers. (Vision Australia Radio) 

Plays: Sunday 11:00 
Duration: 27’50 
 

Hit Parade of Yesterday  
20s & 30s popular & unpopular music  

Vintage music from the 20s & 30s, more precisely, 1926-1937, jazz, big bands, and some Australian bands, 

personalities and music from the movies are featured. Original recordings are used. A monthly special highlights a 

personality or a band or, perhaps, a type of music or dance. This program began in March 1978! Each month a 

special program will be issued around some vocalist or musician or some relevant calendar event.  

Plays: Sunday 20:00 
Duration: 59’50 
 

Home Brew Radio 
Entertainingly Australian  

All-Australian music & interviews, featuring independent & mainstream artists. New releases, classic tracks, 

exclusive live performances & features. Since 2000 Home Brew has been committed to the airplay & promotion of 

100% home-brewed music from all over the nation. From mainstream to alternative to unsigned, Home Brew has 

it all & it’s 100% independent - we play what sounds good, not what the current trend says is chic. (Triple H) 

Plays: Monday 21:00 
Duration: 59’50 
 

Homepage  
News and views from the online world  

New technology and the internet. A fresh look at the internet and IT with news and views from the online world. 

Includes website reviews, interviews and a look at the latest gadgets and gizmos on the market. (2MCE) 

Plays: Thursday 10:32 
Duration: 27’50 
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In a Sentimental Mood  
Jazz and nostalgia…  

From the studios of 2MBS, the program features stage musicals, film musicals, music from 30s, 40s, 50s - anything 

that puts you "In a Sentimental Mood" (Fine Music Sydney) 

Plays: Sunday 09:04 
Duration: 55’50 
 

Indij Hip Hop Show  
Nothing but HIP HOP from Indig Australia  

Quality stuff from all over the country, presented by Munkimuk, a 20-year veteran and pioneer of Australian and 

Indij Hip Hop. (Koori Radio) 

Plays: Friday 23:00 
Duration: 59’50 
 
 

Inside Motorsport  
Your weekly dose of high octane radio  

Inside Motor Sport is a ten minute look at the world of Auto Racing, featuring interviews with driver, engineers 

and category managers. We look try to provide personal insights into what happened rather than just telling you 

the race results.  

Plays: Thursday 17:30 
Duration: 9’50 
 

It's Time  
It’s a gas! The top 10… from when? 

Counting down Australia’s top 10 singles chart from this week… in a year between 1965 and 1985! Hosts William 

Brougham and Barry McKay also bring the year alive with trivia and info about the fads and fashions of the day. 

Don’t miss It’s Time or your memory won’t forgive you. 

Plays: Monday 20:00 
Duration: 59’50 
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Jailbreak  
Supporting Australians on the inside  

Jailbreak is made for prisoners, families and supporters. The program connects prisoners to the community 

through their views, music and poetry and also provides information on criminal, prison and health issues. (2SER) 

Plays: Wednesday 18:32 
Duration: 27’50 
 

Jazz Made in Australia  
All things out there in Australian jazz   

JMIA showcases the talents of Australian jazz musicians and composers with what’s current, occasionally an 

interview, a focus on a particular event or a look back to the recordings and history of jazz in Australia. Australia 

competes on the world stage with jazz and improvising artists achieving international reputations and winning 

international awards. (Eastside FM) 

Plays: Thursday 14:04 
Duration: 55’50 
 

Jumping Jellybeans  
Music, stories & education for children  

A mix of original music, stories, and educational content for children on topics such as science, maths and English, 

hosted by the four jumping jellybeans: Red, Yellow, Green and Blue 

Plays: Saturday 09:32 
Duration: 14’00 
 

Let the Bands Play  
Australia’s top band parade  
 
Much-loved show featuring a cavalcade of the best brass, military, pipe and concert bands from around the 
world, playing the best and widest selections from the band repertoire, as well as playing listener requests. (3CR) 
 
Plays: Monday 14:04 
Duration: 55’50 
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Listen to Older Voices  
The lives & times of older Australians   

Listen To Older Voices presents the stories, views & opinions of our older citizens. It is predominantly in a life & 

times format, with interviewees reflecting upon their lives from earliest memories. The program promotes the 

concept of positive ageing, reinforcing the principal that older people have & continue to make a valuable 

contribution to both their local & wider community. It also promotes the interaction between the aged & other 

members of the community. With the 800th episode going to air in the week of Christmas 2013, the program 

moves from strength to strength. 

Plays: Tuesday 13:04 
Duration: 27’50 
 

Live Delay 
Raw live power  

Live Delay is live music. For an hour each week, the airwaves sing with the raw energy of live performance, with 

each episode of Live Delay highlighting artists of different genres, different styles, and from different regions of 

Australia. A community-focused, collaborative effort, Live Delay also features interviews from highlighted 

musicians, discussing the importance of live performance to the fabric of Australian music. (4ZZZ) 

Plays: Saturday 16:00 
Duration: 55’50 
 

Living in the 60s 
Musical memories from 1960 to 1969 

Musical memories from 1960 to 1969 plus  information on the music played. A minimum of 20% content is 

Australian. Email your requests to roylauder1@gmail.com. (4CCR) 

Plays: Saturday 19:00 
Duration: 55’50 
 

Lost in Science  
Lose yourself in a world of science!   

Lost in Science is, as you may expect, a science program! Its presenters are happily lost in a world of science and 

are excited to present to listeners a gamut of interesting and engaging information on the latest science news and 

issues, along with some of their own interests and areas of expertise. (3CR) 

Plays: Thursday 13:32 
Duration: 27’50 
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Mike McColl Show  
You choose the tunes  

CRN’s Saturday afternoon live request show. Mike McColl & team spin tunes from the 50s to now, to keep your 

afternoon rockin and rollin. (2MCR) 

Plays: Saturday 13:00 
Duration: 2’59’50 
Note: contains time calls 

 

More Civil Societies 
With Eva Cox  

Eva Cox is a well-known sociologist and public feminist commentator with a long involvement in advocacy for 
more civil societies. In this regular segment she explores how current mainly economics-driven policy priorities 
affect how we live, or want to live, and options for good societies rather than just bigger economies.  
 
Plays: Wednesday 12:32 and 17:30 
Duration: up to 7 mins 
 

National Indigenous News Review  
Indigenous magazine show  

An Indigenous-produced and presented magazine-style news and current affairs program, that provides a 

platform for in-depth coverage of issues affecting Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Australians. The program 

provides a balance to a lot of mainstream coverage of Indigenous issues, and inform and entertain all Australians 

about these issues. (NIRS) 

Plays: Monday 12:30 
Duration: up to 29’50  
 

National Radio News  
News service for community radio  

National Radio News (NRN) serves nearly 90 regional and community stations across Australia, and the network is 

growing all the time. Our aim is to deliver an authoritative news service. Our editorial judgment is genuinely 

independent, impartial, and not geographically centric. 

Plays: Weekdays: half hourly 06:00 – 09:00, hourly 10:00 – 19:00. Weekends: hourly 06:00 – 12:00. 
Duration: 3’50 
Note: Use of bulletins attracts an additional fee. Contact NRN on 02 6338 4647. 
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National Rock n Blues Show  
Hard rock and blues mix  

Two hours of non-stop new and classic rock and blues every Saturday night / Sunday morning. A hugely popular 
program with rock fans, truckies, and insomniacs alike, NRBS has kept the country rocking into the small hours for 
many years. (WOW FM, Adelaide) 
 
Plays: Sundays 00:06 
Duration: 1’53’50 
Note: Contains Saturday night references  

 

Never Talk Politics  
Youth current affairs   

Never Talk Politics is a youth magazine style current affairs radio program presenting a wide range of national & 

international political issues. The program features five segments including around the world (a wrap of global 

events), 2-3 interviews (usually presenting different angles on a national issue), & two political songs (connected 

in some way to the subject matter.) (2MCE) 

Plays: Friday 16:32 
Duration: 27’50 

New Releases Show  
So new it hurtz  

From the studios of 4ZZZ in Brisbane, brought to you by Chris Cobcroft and his team of dedicated reviewers, the 
New Releases Show plays and reviews the very latest indie-rock, folk, pop, hiphop, urban, eletronica, dance, 
hardcore, metal, world & experimental music. (4ZZZ) 
 
Plays: Saturdays 22:00 
Duration: 55’50 
 

New York Jazz  
Take a bite out of ‘The Big Apple’  

“Our musical bag is nostalgia” says Tom Parker in his trip down memory lane, showcasing the very best in jazz 

from New York and cities across the USA. All the great names are there, from the 40s through to the current era, 

remembered with stories and anecdotes contributed by Tom and his listeners. Cast yourself into a world of ‘late 

night’ American jazz clubs and be charmed for two hours by a man of style and eloquence who lives in New York 

but still calls Australia home. 

Plays: Wednesday 19:04 
Duration: 1’55’50 
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No Brow 
Contemporary arts and ideas 

What are the contemporary arts, and how do they speak to our present day? The dialog of artists, curators, arts 
historians, writers, and others often provide a critical focus upon parts of our world. No Brow present 
conversations through the 'artwork' or 'practice' that can touch on topics of philosophy, history, ideology, 
economics or even gastronomy! Each week the NB team present ideas on visual, conceptual, performance, 
experimental and musical artworks with the arts workers themselves. (4ZZZ) 
 
Plays: Friday 18:04 
Duration: 55’50 
 

Nothin but the Blues  
Championing current & past practitioners 

With a dual emphasis on the history of the blues, and its contemporary forms, both in Australia and overseas, 

NBTB aims to entertain and inform. The format is maximum music, minimum chat, but with artist interviews and 

live-to-air performances when available. (4ZZZ) 

Plays: Tuesday 14:04 
Duration: 55’50 
 

Off the Record  
More old-fashioned than ever before  

Roots music from around the world with Brian Wise. New releases & classic re-releases from across the roots 

music spectrum. Also features interviews with local and international musicians and special in-studio 

performances. A multiple CBAA award-winner! (3RRR) 

Plays: Monday 22:00 
Duration: 59’50 
 

On the Money 
Consumer finance demystified 

Downgrade credit ratings, P&Ls, derivatives and double dip recession - the money jargon is endless. At a time 
when you need to take control of your purse strings, On the Money is here to debug it. (2SER) 
 
Plays: Tuesday 10:32 
Duration: 27’50 
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Overdrive  
Where motoring, transport & culture meet  

An informed, humorous and irreverent look at motoring and transport from Australia and overseas. Featuring 

regular interviews with industry insiders and those well-placed for insightful comment. Each program has the 

following segments: News; Interview; Road Test; Quirky News. (2NSB) 

Plays: Tuesday 17:30 
Duration: 27’50 
 

Overdrive News 
The latest in motoring and transport news 

The Overdrive program’s five-minute motoring and transport news bulletin also comes to you in a standalone 

edition. (2NSB) 

Plays: Wednesday 12:40 
Duration: 4’50 
 

Panorama 
Current affairs, politics and culture reports 

Panorama is the daily current affairs show produced at SYN in Melbourne, and each week the crew shares a story 

with CRN stations for use within local magazine programming. (SYN) 

Plays: Thursday 17:40 
Duration: up to 10’00 
 
 

Pop Heads Hour of Power 
A weekly trip into the vinyl vault 

Jane Arakawa enters Pop Heads Musicologist Roddy Lee’s Vault of Vinyl to be taken back to a time and place that 

reflects the theme of each weekly program. In this hour they inform and entertain on the songs, musicians and 

songwriters of the vinyl years 1950s to the 1980s. (2NSB) 

Plays: Friday 19:04 
Duration: 55’50 
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Primary Perspectives 
Young voices for our planet 

Primary Perspectives is ground-breaking children’s ‘edutainment’ hosted entirely by young people aged between 
8-14 years, which includes a variety of segments such as Art Matters, History Matters, Sport Matters, Let's Talk 
Tech and Walk on the Wild Side. The line-up also includes a monthly edition of 'Music Matters' with live 
performances and featured artists from programs such as 'The Voice' and 'X Factor'. Primary Perspectives won 
'Best New Radio Talk Program' and was top finalist across 3 categories at the 2012 CBAA Awards and Music 
Matters made top finalist for 'Best New Music Program' at the 2013 CBAA Awards (3WBC & SBN) 
 
Plays: Tuesday 16:04 
Duration: 55’50 
 

Pulse  
Taking the pulse of youth culture  

Fun, mind-stimulating info and music: PULSE brings you the latest in youth culture in Germany, Europe and the 

world. What's the mood of young people in Berlin, Barcelona or Helsinki? What's the attraction of roof jumping, 

body art or poetry slams? How about the latest music trends? PULSE also explores more serious issues: How are 

young people coping with HIV/AIDS? Should drugs be legalized? What's it like to study in the middle of a war 

zone? How are young activists trying to save the planet? (Deutsche Welle) 

Plays: Sunday 13:30 
Duration: 29’50 
 

Q-mmunity Network News  
News for the gay & lesbian community  

This five-minute bulletin contains the latest news and information for gay and lesbian communities right across 

Australia - metropolitian, regional, rural or remote. (JOY FM) 

Plays: Wednesday 12:55 
Duration: 4’50 
 

Radio-Active  
Nuclear, peace and energy issues  

Australia’s longest running show focusing on nuclear, peace and sustainability issues. For over 30 years, the 

Radio-Active team has bought news, insights, recordings and stories from people who are being or have been 

affected by the nuclear industry. With connections spanning the country, Radio-Active is an expertly-produced 

half hour weekly program not to be missed. (3CR) 

Plays: Tuesday 12:30 
Duration: 27’50 
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Radio Atticus  
Illuminating and critiquing the law  

Radio Atticus investigates law in the name of social justice. Taking its name from the quintessential lawyer Atticus 

Finch in Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird, Radio Atticus reports on all things law and legislative at a national and 

international level. Human rights, environmental law, whistleblowing, workplace relations and war crimes 

tribunals are just some of the topics investigated regularly on this law show for the advocate and the layperson. 

(2SER) 

Plays: Saturday 11:32 
Duration: 27’50 
 

Radio Gumbo 
Music and culture of New Orleans 
 
Join Dr Gumbo for an exploration of the unique sounds emanating from New Orleans and Louisiana: think Cajun, 
Creole, Zydeco, Swamp Blues, Swamp Rock, Second Line, Music by the Mardi Gras Indians, as well as Louisiana 
R&B. Radio Gumbo also looks at the culture of the area, regularly linking up by phone with local musicians and 
Jelly Roll Justice at Radio WWOZ - where  topics like music, food, history, education and even voodooism are on 
the menu.(4MBS) 
 
Plays: Tuesday 23:00 
Duration: 55’50 
 

Real World Gardener  
Bright ideas for the garden & environment 
 
Real World Gardener informs listeners about sustainable gardening, the environment, and wildlife. Presenter 
Marianne Cannon provides thorough information about plant health, and garden design, and is joined by experts 
in discussions about horticulture, sustainability, bushcare and the environment. There will be something for 
everyone who likes sustainable gardening, no matter where you are in Australia. (2RRR) 
 
Plays: Saturday 09:04 
Duration: 27’50 
 

Recorded Live 
Bringing you live Australian music 

Recorded Live is a ‘bite size’ 10 to 16 min live music show, with the focus on live Australian music from the last 4 
decades. Recorded Live is the right size to insert into your current show for a regular feature. Produced by John 
Robinson, outgoing maker of the successful CRN show Big Sound-Live Train. 
 
Plays: Wednesday 17:40 
Duration: 12 to 17 mins 
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Red Velvet and Wild Boronia 
The art of intimate cabaret 

Showcasing performances by some of Australia's finest cabaret artists, who appeared at the School of the Arts 
Cafe in Queanbeyan. Written, produced and narrated by Bill Stephens who, together with his wife Pat and son 
Tim, owned and operated The School of Arts Café, and engineered by Len Power in the Canberra studios of 
Artsound FM 92.7 and these programs are an entertaining reminder of why The School of Arts Cafe became “the 
cafe for the showbiz connoisseur”.(ArtSound) 
 
Plays: Sunday 15:30 
Duration: 29’50 
 

Rural Commerce Report  
News impacting on rural communities  

An up-to date report covering rural issues, including international trade, along with commodity markets, such as 

wool, wheat, dairy, sheep, cattle & cotton, horticulture, viticulture, aquaculture. The report covers issues that 

impact on rural commerce & affect farming & regional communities. These include the impact of the 

environment, weather & seasonal conditions, food safety, finance factors such as interest rates & movements in 

the Australian dollar, which can affect commodity exports. 

Plays: Weekdays 06:05  
Duration: 0’3’30 
 

Rural Livestock  
Report on major cattle & sheep markets   

Rural Livestock provides the latest round-up from significant cattle, sheep and lamb markets. If you're a buyer or 

seller of livestock, we have the numbers you need to know. As well as the figures, listen out for commentary from 

top industry analysts, the rundown on factors driving the markets, and the outlook on future price trends. 

Plays: Weekdays 05:30, 12:09 (updated daily)  
Duration: 0’2’30 
 

Rural News  
News update for Rural Australia 

Rural News provides the latest news and views impacting Australia's farming and regional communities. The 
report covers all rural issues, providing a balanced non-political approach to the current issues impacting on the 
life and experience of living and working in regional Australia.Plays: Weekdays 05:30, 12:09 (updated daily)  
Duration: 0’2’30 
 
Plays: Weekdays 05:45, 12:05 (updated daily) 
Duration: 0’3’30 
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Rural Outlook  
Commentary on regional issues   

Rural Outlook is a commentary on today’s issues – direct from the market analysts, industry leaders, and 

researchers. ARCN uses its extensive network of experts in the rural sector to provide outlooks on agricultural 

markets and major events in the rural sector. Outlook aims to help keep the nation''s primary producers and 

communities information-rich, and to assist in ensuring farm survival and prosperity in the 21st Century. 

Plays: Weekdays 05:45, 12:12 (updated daily) 
Duration: 0’3’00 

Saturday Breakfast  
 Your Irish and country kickstart 

Morning sustaining program with Jeff Dunn; predominately Irish and Australian country music. Includes 

interviews with Irish and Australian artists, the National Radio News and weather updates. Contact Jeff in the 

studio from 06:00 – 09:00 EST on 02 9699 8845. 

Plays: Saturday 06:04 
Duration: 2’55’50 

Shorts  
Short items  

The Shorts timeslot features items such as community service announcements & healthy community messages. 

These broadcast each Monday from 17:30 EST. Each item will update as an individual file to the DDN, with 

content listed in weekly email to CRN subscribers, and on the CBAA website. 

Plays: Monday 17:30 
Duration: Varies 
 

Sideways Through Sound 
Psych Folk Drone - here tomorrow and gone today 

Your weekly dose of intimate acoustic reverie, shimmering psychedelia, folk flavoured tales of lost love murder 

and madness, interstellar space rock (stuff that sounds like Hawkwind) and really lots and lots of guitar picking 

(stuff that sounds like John Fahey)... tune in and turn on Brothers and Sisters!! (2SER) 

Plays: Friday 22:00 
Duration: 55’50 
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Songwriters Across Australia  
Dedicated to independent Australian music  

Paul McQueen presents Songwriters Across Australia on Radio and TV, showcasing independent and unsigned 

music and often radio firsts, never before performed or heard artists on community radio and TV. Songwriters 

from all over the nation send their CDs to the show, phone in or perform live for broadcast on the segment ‘live 

on the spot’.  

Plays: Wednesday 22:00 
Duration: 59’500 
 

Sounds Revolution  
All things Rastafari!  

Sounds Revolution comes from the heart of Jamaica, with Jah Bya, the original lion-hearted thunder. Reggae, 

dancehall and all things rastafari! (Skid Row) 

Plays: Thursday 22:00 
Duration: 59’50 
 

Spectrum  
The fascinating world of science & tech  

Spectrum examines developments in the fields of science and technology. From advances that will change our 

lives to offbeat oddities, our team of reporters around the world keeps you up to date. Meet Nobel Prize-winning 

scientists, be the first to know about innovations in technology or discover the meaning of research in everyday 

life. Background to science as it appears in the headlines and discoveries you probably never heard about, it's the 

full Spectrum! (Deutsche Welle) 

Plays: Wednesday 09:30 
Duration: 29’50 
 

Spotlight  
Throwing the focus on a country musician  

Veteran music journo/broadcaster Kev Walsh takes an in-depth look at a well-known musician or group. This is for 

serious music-lovers: Spotlight’s hour-long format allows an in-depth portrait of the artist to emerge, through 

well-researched interviews, archival audio, and songs not usually heard on the radio. Previous guests have 

included John Williamson, Adam Harvey, Tex Morton, Arthur Blanch, Smokey Dawson, Mary Duff, Willie Nelson, 

Reg Lindsay, Mick Foster (& Allen) and Graeme Connors. 

Plays: Thursday 20:00 
Duration: 59’50 
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StarTours 
Exploring the cosmos  

Each weekday Bay FM presents a 2-minute segment on the night sky. These informative, fun and educational 

segments will inspire listeners to reflect upon the the astonishing forces at work in the cosmos. Produced by 

resident BayFM astronomers, Marie Whealing and Philip Hood, and production manager William Martin. Content 

should be used within two weeks of CRN distribution. 

Plays: Weekdays 12:27:55 
Duration: 2’00 
 

Stick Together  
Union and workplace justice issues  

Stick Together is a half-hour weekly show about workers rights and current affairs. Stick Together features 
interviews with workers, unionists, community campaigners and academics from right across Australia. Stick 
Together also explores the contribution that unions make to broader social justice movements, such as 
environmental campaigns, indigenous sovereignty, women's rights, migrants' rights and more. (3CR) 
 
Plays: Wednesday 18:04 
Duration: 27’50 

Sub-sequence  
Your weekly dose of electronic goodness  

A selection of electronic/experimental music covering noise, sound-art, cut-up, avant-garde, IDM, whatever-hop, 

whatever-step and tracks that just don't have a genre. Each show has a theme that highlights one facet of 

electronic/experimental music. We play music from anywhere in the world, from any time in the past century, 

with a bias towards Australian music, new releases and artists touring Australia. (2XX) 

Plays: Wednesday 01:00 
Duration: 55’50 
 

Teckas Tracks  
Rock & blues from across the globe  

Tecka's great selections range from classic rock to all the heavies, both old and new, and some of the best blues 

you'll hear on radio. In its live-to-air transmission Tecka's Tracks is part of the National Rock n Blues overnight mix, 

but is also available for standalone play via DDN capture. (Hot FM) 

Plays: Sunday 02:00 
Duration: 1’59’50 
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The Bohemian Beat  
Rediscover the language of the poets   

The Bohemian Beat takes the listener on a journey through the minds and lives of some of the greatest men and 

women that have ever lived and weaves a tale through the creative inspiration that has manifested in the 

literature, music, visual arts, philosophy, science and sociology of the day. By revealing the events that shaped 

such potent expression, Riddhi discovers the truth, beauty and humanity behind these ageless words. (Bay FM 

Byron Bay) 

Plays: Sunday 10:04 
Duration: 55’50 
 

The Book Club  
News and reviews from the literary world   

Each week The Book Club team looks at what's new and exciting in the book world, bringing you all the latest 
literary news, book reviews, and in-depth interviews with world-renowned authors as well as up-and-coming 
names. We devour all types of books from sci-fi to poetry, graphic novels to the classics, JK Rowling to JD Salinger, 
and you can always be assured of a lively debate. (4ZZZ) 
 
Plays: Tuesday 19:04 
Duration: 55’50 
 

The Breeze  
Contemporary and modern jazz  

Contemporary and modern jazz, as well as traditional New Orleans styles, mixing both instrumental and vocal 

tracks, giving a smooth sound with a touch of funk. Interviews and all the latest news in Jazz. (4MBS) 

Plays: Tuesday 21:00 
Duration: 59’50 
 

The Folk Show  
Selecting the best of Anglo-Celtic, Australian and contemporary folk for over 30 years. Join Julie & David 
Cavanagh, Eric Ford, David Long, Lee Miller, Margaret Monks & Jane Bower for an hour of folk. (Radio Adelaide) 
 
Plays: Thursday 21:00 
Duration: 55’50 
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The Fourth Estate  
Community radio’s specialist media show  

A weekly panel show bringing together some of Australia's best known journalists to talk about how news is 

reported, which news is reported, and how the industry is working. We cover topics from the coverage of climate 

change to jobs for journalism students, and everything in between, with guests from the world of TV, 

newspapers and radio. (2SER) 

Plays: Tuesday 18:04 
Duration: 27’50 
 

The History Show  
Fascinating moments in history  

Travel back in time with Professor Jill Brannock as she explores famous people, events, and aspects of daily life 

from the beginning of human civilization to the 21st C. The History Show shines its spotlight on anything and 

everything: from the history of wine, Lawrence of Arabia, the invention of the printing press, the writer W B 

Yeats, the history of childhood, the Colosseum, the discovery of anaesthetic, the Roman empress Agrippina, the 

scientist Rosalind Franklin, to daily life in the year 1000. (Tasman FM) 

Plays: Tuesday 09:04 
Duration: 55’50 
 

The Phantom Dancer 
Live 1920s – 60s radio swing and jazz 

Bands from ballrooms, restaurants, radio studios and cafes recorded live on the radio between 1928 and 1970. 

Presented by 1920s-30s style singer and band leader, Greg Poppleton, since 1985. CBAA award winner for 

Excellence in Music Programming 2007. (2SER)  

Plays: Monday 18:04 
Duration: 55’50 
 

The Why Factor 
Examining human behaviour 

Looking at a wide and diverse range of subjects - from the everyday to the extraordinary - to examine the reasons 

why we see things and behave in the ways we do. So much of what we do is assumed, it seems almost second 

nature. But where do those ideas, decisions and behaviours actually come from? By drawing upon many everyday 

things and human activities, The Why Factor seeks to reveal “truths” and hidden histories about the way we live, 

revealing the unexpected from what so often is taken for granted. (BBC) 

Plays: Wednesday 09:04 
Duration: 17’50 
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The Wire  
Independent current affairs -live, daily  

A live daily current affairs program taking an independent approach to current issues, guided by our Editorial 

Policy (see website). The Wire offers critical coverage, which challenges all points of view, puts issues and events 

in context and always asks ''why?''. Produced by a consortium of progressive community broadcasters: Radio 

Adelaide 101.5 FM and 2SER 107.3FM in Sydney and 4EB in Brisbane.  

Plays: Weekdays 17:04 
Duration: 25’50 
Note: Presented live but suitable for later rebroadcasting 
 

This Way Out  
International gay & lesbian radio magazine  

International LGBT news, music, politics, culture and much more in a weekly magazine-style show now airing on 

over 200 community radio stations worldwide. Since 1988, This Way Out has broken new ground with its award-

winning coverage of this advancing social change and civil rights movement - mostly through the commitment of 

volunteer workers with a tattered shoestring budget. If you have a news tip or a submission to offer, let us know! 

Financial support is also appreciated. 

Plays: Friday 12:31 
Duration: 28’50 
 

Top of the Pops 1hr  
The top 20 UK chart + interviews  

The extended version of the Top of the Pops. Kim Robson presents the weekly UK top 20 countdown, with extra 

info, gossip and interviews included. (BBC) 

Plays: Saturday 18:00 
Duration: 50’00 (varies slightly) 
 

Ultima Thule  
Ambient & atmospheric music  

A weekly program of ambient and atmospheric music from across the ages and around the world, heard on 

Australian community radio since 1989. Ultima Thule weaves a mix of ambient, trance, drone and chill-out 

electronica, spacemusic, ancient, medieval and neoclassical creations, traditional and world music, soundtracks, 

cool jazz and impressionist soundworks into an exquisite, chatter-free 90-minute musical narrative. (2MBS) 

Plays: Sunday  14:00 
Duration: 1’29’50  
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Under African Skies  
A weekly celebration of African music  

David Barr takes us on a lively musical safari across Africa, featuring music from Mali, Senegal, Nigeria, South 

Africa, the Congo and Zimbabwe to name a few. The program highlights the musical diversity in Africa.  

Plays: Thursday 16:04 
Duration: 55’50 

 

Urban Meltdown 
Upfront and independent RnB, soul and urban tunes.  

Featuring music you won't have heard on commercial stations: independent releases, quality underground tunes, 

and big tracks predominantly from the US and UK, before they make it big over here. If you want to keep 

UPFRONT and INFRONT then the Urban Meltdown will be the place for you to be.  

Plays: Monday 23:00 
Duration: 55’50 
 

Vision Australia Hour  
Promoting blindness & low vision issues  

A presentation from Vision Australia, the country’s largest service provision organisation for people who are blind 

or have low vision. It will comprise the weekly programs of Talking Vision (a weekly half-hour magazine program), 

New Horizons, and Media Access Australia.  

Plays: Friday 09:04 
Duration: 55’50 
 

Wellbeing  
A radio guide to a healthier lifestyle  

Health issues for people of all ages. Wellbeing aims to inform the community about conditions and diseases as 

well as dispelling medical myths. (2NUR) 

Plays: Thursday 10:04 
Duration: 27’50 
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WINGS  
Raising women’s voices through radio   

WINGS: Women’s International News Gathering Service is a weekly half-hour of news/current affairs by and 

about women around the world. We’ve been following global developments in the women’s movement and 

women’s analyses and actions since 1986, with the help of hundreds of contributors from dozens of countries. 

Pitches invited. 

Plays: Thursday 12:31 
Duration: 28’50 
 

Women on the Line  
National women's current affairs  

Produced and presented entirely by women, Women On The Line began in 1986 at Melbourne's 3CR to 

encourage the participation of women in high quality current affairs radio on women's issues. Each week, hear 

from women on local, national and global current affairs with a commitment to improving the status of women in 

Australia and globally. (3CR) 

Plays: Friday 13:32 
Duration: 27’50 
 

Word for Word  
Australia’s best interviews from a Queer perspective 

Whether it’s serious stories from the man in the street or fabulous tales from the famous and infamous, this is an 

extraordinary hour of queer-talk from awarding winning broadcaster Dean Beck. The unexpected usually emerges 

as this challenging, inspiring, moving and mindful hour unfolds Word For Word?  (Warning: sometimes contains 

adult themes and coarse language) (JOY FM) 

Plays: Thursday 19:04 
Duration: 55’50 
Note: sometimes contains strong content, a warning given on-air at such times 

 

WorldLink 
The impacts on people behind the headlines 

Produced by our partner Deutsche Welle, WorldLink brings you 55 jam-packed minutes of personal tales and 
emotions from around the world - looking at the people behind the current affairs headlines. 
 
Plays: Monday 09:04 
Duration: 55’00 
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Writers Radio  
Oz literature pre-packed for you 

In forty new episodes each year, Writers Radio brings the best of Australian writing, both published & yet-to-be. 
Poets, novelists, playwrights, biographers, the occasional songwriter & others read new work & discuss it with 
presenter Dr Cath Kenneally, while regular reviewers suck the marrow from the latest Australian novels & poetry. 
Almost every Oz writer has appeared on this program, where many broadcast their first piece. All the famous 
names & new talent on the point of going stellar.  (Radio Adelaide) 
 
Plays: Monday 13:34 
Duration: 27’50 

 

Zed Games 
Video games and gaming culture 

Reviews, news, discussion and commentary on issues and events concerning gamers, interviews with developers 
and people in the industry as well as various game-related music that you won’t hear on any other program. Zed 
Games’ position as an independent voice in the gaming media means that our listeners can trust us to deliver 
news, reviews and opinions that are completely free from bias or commercial influence. (4ZZZ) 
 
Plays: Friday 10:32 
Duration: 27’50 
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CRN service information 

Program guides 

 For the real-time CRN-1 schedule refer to this online page: 
http://www.cbaa.org.au/sites/default/files/grid.html.  

 Or you can download a PDF from this page: http://www.cbaa.org.au/What_We_Do/Program-Guide 

 In addition to the live satellite audio channels, CRN subscriber stations have access to the Digital Delivery 
Network, allowing them to order content for automatic capture to a custom-built computer. This enables 
time-saving capture and easy later replay of CRN content.  

 

Publicity / updates 

 We send out a weekly update via email. View an example here: 
http://www.cbaa.org.au/What_We_Do/CRN-Noticeboard 

 Other program updates are on this page: http://www.cbaa.org.au/content/Program-Updates 

 

Equipment required 

 Satellite dish 
 Set-top receiver/s containing authorized smartcard 
 LNB (between dish and receiver) 
 Audio balancing unit 1 rack unit 
 Optional: Digital Delivery Network (DDN) computer for automatic file delivery and audio capture. 

Available through a CBF grant.  

 

Equipment grants 

 The Community Broadcasting Foundation has grants available to assist with satellite equipment and DDN 
computers. Contact CRN staff for further information. 

http://www.cbaa.org.au/sites/default/files/grid.html
http://www.cbaa.org.au/What_We_Do/Program-Guide
http://www.cbaa.org.au/What_We_Do/CRN-Noticeboard
http://www.cbaa.org.au/content/Program-Updates
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Fees and application form 

 CBAA member stations are charged quarterly, at a rate of 0.6% of gross income - with a minimum fee of 
$150/qtr (plus GST) to a maximum of $475/qtr (plus GST). Use of the National Radio News (outside of as a 
sustaining service) attracts an additional fee. http://www.cbaa.org.au/What_We_Do/CRN-Fees.    

 The application form to join the CRN service can be found at the link above. 

 

 

Tips on using CRN and more info 

 http://www.cbaa.org.au/What_We_Do/Using-CRN 
 http://www.cbaa.org.au/What_We_Do/CRN 

 

Contributing content to CRN 
 Visit this page for the online program application form: 

http://www.cbaa.org.au/What_We_Do/Contribute-to-CRN 
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http://www.cbaa.org.au/What_We_Do/CRN-Fees
http://www.cbaa.org.au/What_We_Do/Using-CRN
http://www.cbaa.org.au/What_We_Do/Community-Radio-Network-CRN
http://www.cbaa.org.au/What_We_Do/Contribute-to-CRN

